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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

New Trends in perinatal and pediatric epidemiology
perinatology and pediatric epidemiology are closely
related disciplines of obstetrics (fetal and maternal
medicine) and pediatrics (neonatology). Science is
developing rapidly. More and more diseases are being
classified into increasing numbers of subtypes, primarily
due to the diversity of the genetic background. Prenatal
diagnostics and genetics are developing rapidly. Newer
procedures, like CMA and WES, enable more tests to take
place. In addition to statistical calculations, the processing
of causes is also an important task of epidemiology. We
welcome authors to provide their latest results on a
particular topic and a summary of their previous results,
and we are particularly interested in meta-analyses and
more interesting case reports, as well as descriptions of
rare diseases.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

You are invited to contribute a research article or
comprehensive review for consideration and publication in
Children (ISSN 2227-9067). Children is an open access
journal—research articles, reviews, and other content are
published online immediately a er acceptance. The
scientific community and the general public have
unlimited free access to the content as soon as it is
published. The journal focuses on sharing clinical,
epidemiological, and translational science relevant to
children’s health. We would be pleased to welcome you as
one of our authors.
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